SKS-HT588 5.1.2-Channel Home Cinema Speaker System

Experience the Magic of Next-Gen Cinema Sound

This six-piece speaker package reproduces everything from multidimensional Dolby Atmos® soundtracks to MP3s streamed from your phone with utmost precision. Two-way front speakers feature large paper-cone woofers and balanced-dome tweeters to articulate wide-spectrum audio with timing, clarity, and scale. They include an upfiring driver housed in a compartment in the top of the cabinet which bounces “sound objects” contained in Dolby Atmos and DTS:X™ soundtracks off the ceiling and into the audience, convincingly replicating sounds that originate from overhead. Joining two compact, wall-mountable surround-sound speakers and the dual-drive 2-Way center speaker is a powerful 10-inch subwoofer delivering up to 80 W of wall-shaking bass. Finished in elegant black hairline, the SKS-HT588 package is the most convenient way to get immersed in next-generation cinema sound magic.
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